
Mike Dalgleish

Michael is an APA Sports and Exercise Physiotherapist. 

Michael has worked with national teams in women’s hockey, diving and 

men’s football. He was the Australian team physiotherapist for 1990 

Auckland Commonwealth Games Team and spent over a decade as team 

physiotherapist to the Queensland State of Origin and Broncos Rugby 

League Teams. Michael has been the Queensland Academy of Sport Squad 

Physiotherapist. 

Katie Delimon

With a long personal journey of exploring yoga, meditation and reiki Katie has a 

deep passion for helping people manage their bodies physically and spiritually. 

Todd Snowdon 

Todd has a Bachelor in Clinical Exercise Physiology and his attention to detail 

and expertise in rehabilitation has lead to improved recovery times.

Todd is extremely passionate in obtaining the best outcome for his athletes . 

EXCELLENCE STAFF

Joanne Dalgleish

Jo is an experienced Physiotherapist who has worked for years as an integral 

part of Optima,  and now the Bowen Hills based QSMC. 

Jo spearheads the organisation and the majority of the follow up sessions to 

the Physical Screenings that Kelvin Grove Excellence athletes undergo. 

Jason Tobin

Program Coordinator

Jason is a former Under 19 Football Australian Schoolboy representative. 

He has played for Marine FC in Liverpool (Conference League) and is the current 

Met North under 19 Coach.

Jason is the under 19 Schoolboys QLD Coach.

He currently holds his AFC/FFA B Coaching Licence. 

Jessica Condon 

Jess is an experienced footballer having played from a young age and still 

playing at BWPL level. 

Jess holds an FFA C licence and her passion and drive as a football class teacher 

has brought professionalism and entusiasm to the program. 

Dante Stehn

Dante is a qualified cert 4 fitness instructor with strong links to Football. 

He is the Strength and Conditioning coach at the QAS as well as coaching the 

U16 QAS team. 

He is a past Kelvin Grove Football Excellence Student who was an Australian 

Schoolboy Representative. 

He currently has his FFA/AFC B Licence*


